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rectly to the effect that the obscure first ele- 
ment of the cluster (Bloomfield, VFPA 6.88) 
is readily re-interpreted as one of the ordi- 
nary (phonemes or) morphophonemes. 

1. If *sii?iipa duck has root reduplication 
(Bloomfield, VFPA 6. 122), then the obvious 
morphophonemic analysis is *siip-siip-a, with 
the sequence *p-? represented as *??. 

2. If we apply a formally comparable 
analysis to *ko?0eewa he fears him and 
*ko?tamwa he fears it, we have *kop-0-ee-w-a 
and *kop-t-am-w-a, with a root morpheme 
*kop- fear. This is attested in Blackfoot 
k6put be afraid (imper.), nitaikop I am 
afraid, Aik6pum he is afraid (Uhlenbeck Gr. 
194). 

3. Beside tr. an. *a?leewa he places him, 
tr. in. *a?taawa he places it, has it and in. 
intr. *a?teeki when it is there, there is an. 
intr. *apiwa he is in place, he sits, which is 
said to be suppletive to the first three 
(Bloomfield 109). But if we apply the same 
analysis, then instead of suppletion we ob- 
tain a full set of four primary derivatives 
from one root: 
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4. Beside intr. an. *nenepe I die, *nepwa 
he dies, *nepeke if he dies, all three with stem 
*nepe-, there are tr. an. *ne?8eewa he kills 
him and tr. in. *ne?taawa he kills it. Here 
again, if we analyze the last two on analogy 
of the preceding cases as *nep-0-ee-w-a and 
*nep-t-aa-w-a, they can be viewed as causa- 
tives to *nep-e-. Compare *pyeewa he comes 
and *pyee0eewa he brings him, *pyeetaawa 
he brings it. This is not an exact parallel, 
however, since the derivation is secondary 
in the second case, whereas in the first it 
would rather be primary. 

Even accepting as a working hypothesis 
that *?C represents *p-C in the case of the 
roots *?iip-, *kop-, *ap-, *nep-, one should 
allow for other possibilities in other cases, 
e.g. *?t representing *k-t, not *p-t (compare 
*ne?taasehkaweeha he comes to him relieving 
his loneliness and *nekotwi one?). 
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It would be interesting to see whether the 
analysis presented here can be applied to all 
or some of the present-day Algonquian 
languages. 

MUSEE ROYAL DU CONGO BELGE 

MORPHEME MERGERS IN ISLAND CARIB 

DOUGLAS TAYLOR 

Morphemes, like phonemes, may split 
(flour, flower; person, parson) or fall to- 

gether (as OE -ende of the present participle 
with -ung or -ing of the verbal noun in 
modern -ing); but it is not always easy to 
decide when the process is complete. As Nida 
recently pointed out (IJAL 24.280), the 

average speaker of English does not distin- 

guish the by of by-law from that of by-way, 
etc.; and it is hardly surprising if for many 
the word belfry should contain bell and 
handiwork contain handy, or if an ear (of corn) 
be conceived as an extension of the name 
for the organ of hearing in the same way that 
the eye (of a needle) is an extension of the 
name for the organ of sight. We should 

expect such splits and mergers to be es- 

pecially common in languages without a 

long literary tradition and an etymological 
spelling; but the investigator of an exotic 
language rarely has the means of discovering 
those that are already accomplished, and 
often tends to be arbitrary about others 
that are still incomplete. In what follows, 
I shall mention a few instances, taken from 
Island Carib, of homophonous morphemes 
that are identified by some (probably most) 
native speakers, but whose ancestry appears 
to be divergent. 

The collective' suffix -gu (322; numbers 
refer to the list in IJAL 22.3-4) was so 
called by me because it occasionally con- 
trasts, in what seems to be its main func- 
tion, with the nominal pluralizer -iQ - i' - 

-iq - -ni (108), as in the case of nibirigu 
my younger siblings and nibirie my younger 
brothers, from nibiri my younger brother. 
Moreover, it may, unlike the latter, occur 
with nouns denoting inanimate objects, as 
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in num6gegu my (personal) belongings; and 
in at least one instance both suffixes appear 
to combine: nib4iagu my grandchildren as a 
collectivity, from nib4ik my grandchildren, 
plural of nibari my grandchild. In such cases, 
-gu almost certainly derives from a Cariban 
pluralizer like -kon of modern Karina. On 
the other hand, it seems decidedly odd that 
a 'collectivizer' should modify the meaning 
of -ag6buri decrepitude to the extent that 
appears in -ag6burigu parents (v. IJAL 
22.37); yet my informants could offer neither 
parallel nor explanation for this 'extended 
meaning'. Nevertheless it is plausible to 
suppose that -gu of this last example was 
once a 'suffix of respect' distinct from col- 
lective -gu, as is -ko (-ku, etc.) of Karina 
and of several other modern Cariban lan- 
guages. The Black Carib of Central America 
today refer to themselves and their language 
as Garifuna, and to the 'family' of Carib na- 
tions as Garlnagu; and there can be no doubt 
that the latter term, though now a primary 
word, has acquired a collective connotation. 
Yet Breton's "Calliponam" and "Callinago" 
of the 17th-century Dominican dialect are 
given as synonyms, belonging respectively 
to the women's speech and to that of the 
men; the latter having "callinagoyum 
Caraibes" as plural. Plural and collective 
suffixes may, as we have seen (nib4iagu), 
combine in this language; but the apparently 
reversed order in "callinagoyum" is an in- 
explicable anomaly, unless, as I believe, we 
are here dealing with a different combina- 
tion: that of markers of respect (honorific) 
and plurality. 

Dominican anisiku wit, wisdom, intelli- 
gence (whence kanisiku wise, manisiku fool- 
ish, etc.) is an obvious derivative of the 
same dialect's anisi heart, mind-with which 
compare recent Vincentian anici and mod- 
ern Central American anigi with the same 
meanings. Its equivalent in the last of these 
dialects, anicigu (whence ganicigu, manicigu, 
etc.), though less obvious, is generally ac- 
knowledged by native speakers to contain a 
variant of anigi together with 'collective' 

-gu. But here the latter's function differs 
from those previously mentioned; and is 
similar to that (or those) seen in derived ad- 
jectival particles like: diligu coldish from 
dili cold, haragu generally hot, or 'heaty' (in- 
formant's translation, equivalent to some 
extended meanings of Eng. hot, as in refer- 
ence to sex, music, etc.) from hara hot, 
hisiegu lovable from hisiQ beloved and m6regu 
easy from merQ weak.1 Moreover, it is not 
unlike the apparent function(s) of Lokono 
(True Arawak) -ko (or -ku?) as seen in 
akosako seam from akosa to sew, needle (Sp. 
aguja), ieniko cleverness, subtlety, wisdom 
(whence kaieniko clever, maieniko stupid, 
etc.) from ieni-hi song (and perhaps formerly 
tongue, which now is ie-hi) and mariko able 
(cf. amarikota to teach-i.e., cause to be able) 
from mari possible (cf. amarita to make, to 
do). On the other hand, this latter usage of 
Island-Carib -gu does at least carry with it, 
in most cases, the collective connotation as a 
whole (v. IJAL 22.5, 13), which seems to be 
absent from that of the Lokono forms I 
have been able to find. Here again there may 
well have been some convergence of what 
once at any rate were distinct suffixes.2 

Except perhaps for the first variant, the 

The translations of hfsiegu and hfsiQ as lovable 
and beloved might give a false idea of the function 
of -gu in the former. Both words are adjectival 
particles whose lexical meaning is indifferently 
liked or loved; but whereas the first (with -gu) 
is predicative of a general quality, the latter is 
employed only of personal predilection; so, in 
verbalized forms: hisiegugfru she is still liked/loved, 
but hisiegiru nq I still like/love her (more lit., 
she-is-still-liked/loved by-me). 

2 The anonymous, 18th-century Herrnhuter 
author (Schumann?) of the Grammatik der 
Arawakischen Sprache (in BLA VIII, Paris 1882) 
says that the function of -ku (written -ko by later 
authors) was to "intensiren oder erh6hen die 
Bedeutung des Wortes" to which it was suffixed. 
But the label 'intensifier', as applied to the Lokono 
examples of its use cited in this paragraph, seems 
hardly more apt than does my own 'collectivizer' 
as applied to -ku and -gu of the Island-Carib 
examples given in the same place. Perhaps also 
Lokono has two or more such homophonous 
suffixes. 
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nominal pluralizer -iQe i-ia - -iq , -nq 
(108) is homophonous with the suffix (107) 
marking 3rd person animate plural in verbs 
and locators. So far as I know, Lokono has 
-no, -na and -ie with similar functions and 
distribution (except that plural forms are 
used only in reference to human beings; 
whereas in Island Carib they may be used 
also in reference to other animals). On the 
other hand, -y-amo, -amo, -am, -em, -um, 
-an, etc. are said to be pluralizers of modern 
Cariban languages, employed with "les 
noms, d6monstratifs et interrogatifs indi- 
quant un etre humain ou un animal, ou un 
g6nie" (De Goeje, Etudes linguistiques 
caribes II, p. 42; and v. also Lucien Adam, 
Mat6riaux...grammaire compar6e de la 
famille caribe, p. 8). In this case, a 'fusion' 
of Cariban with indigenous Arawakan mor- 
phemes seems to have probably taken place. 

Dominican kairabu leeward (= side of an 
island protected from the prevailing wind; cf. 
Fr. basse-terre) is clearly a compound con- 
taining variants of akaira island, country and 
-dbu, a nominal stem meaning, in this case, 
under; both members being Arawakan. On 
the other hand, batibu at (the) hut(s) from 
bati hut(s), b6iabu at the landing-place and 
mainabu in the garden (= plantation, clear- 

ing) of the same dialect are complex words 
containing a locative suffix -bu of Cariban 
ancestry. Understandably, I recorded no 

equivalent of the first of these words 
(kiirabu) in Central America, whose dialect 

has, however, agaira country and the other 
forms cited above. In this dialect the suffix 
-bu also occurs in audobu in, at or to town 
from audo town, b6nabu at (the) door from 
b6na door, b6rorobu in the court-yard from 
b6roro court-yard and probably elsewhere; 
but it is certainly unproductive at the 

present time, and apparently tends to be- 
come inseparable from forms containing it. 
So, while mainabu and especially b6iabu are 
in constant everyday use, maina garden was 
obtained only by eliciting, and b6ia- landing- 
place was not even so admitted as a current 
free form. All stems with which the occur- 

rence of this suffix is clearly attested are of 
Cariban ancestry; but it may well be that 
analogy between such forms as naibuga 
audobu I'm going to town and naibuga arabu 
I'm going to the bush or, aubobug6eti sa? 
is he/it (coming) from town? and arabugeQti 
sa? is he/it (coming) from the bush?, indicates 
or has resulted in the native speaker's ascrip- 
tion of locative -bu to words like arabu bush 
(earlier forest), in or to the bush, and ariabu 
night, at night. But etymologically these 
words were compounds, as -urugu interior + 
-abu > -urugabu close to/by still is, the first 
containing (as does also earlier arubana 
tree-leaf, with -urbana leaf, liver, feather) a 
cognate of Lokono ada wood, stick(s), tree(s), 
and both containing -abu under, with (bear- 
ing, carrying, in possession of), etc. (v. 
IJAL 22.36), whose Lokono cognate, abo 
with, by, etc., also enters into composition, 
as in oniabo water-with which compare 
onikain river and the phrase oni kia rain, 
tobanabo (-obana leaf) hut, shelter.3 

A linguist who chose to describe any 
variety of standard spoken English without 
the benefit of historically known facts con- 
cerning the language would doubtless find 
little difficulty in distinguishing the ho- 
mophonous suffixes exemplified in bony and 
baby; but he might get into trouble over such 
words as primary, army, many and tardy. 
And here the 'average native speaker' could 
not help him; though he might suggest, 
wrongly, that the last of these words, being 
clearly related to the verb retard, must con- 
tain some suffix. A more or less arbitrary 
decision may be inevitable in such cases. So, 

3 Among the Black Carib of Central America, 
the central meaning of arabu (earlier arAbu) seems 
to have shifted from forest or bush to cultivated 

clearing in the forest or bush. Similarly, the Taino 
word for cultivated field, recorded and adopted into 
Antillean Spanish as conuco, is clearly cognate 
with modern Lokono konoko forest and modern 

Goajiro unu?u tree(s), and must once have had 
much the same meaning. If I am right in believing 
also ariabu (Dominican ariabu) to have been a 

compound, its first member may have been cognate 
with Goajiro aih < ali night and with ori- of 
Lokono orikahu night. 
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in the Central American dialect of Island 
Carib, the suffixes -ni - -ne - - v- -V 
(-NE, 211), -li - -le (-1E, 212) and -ri - -re 
(-rE, 213) all occur, unpredictable variants: 
(1) as nominalizers, and (2) as nominal 
suffixes having, apparently, more than one 
function each (v. IJAL 22.7, 8, 11, 13, 33-4). 
Only the first of these three is productive; 
and I believe that my identification of the 
various forms and functions symbolized as 
'-NE' is in accordance with native Sprach- 
gefiihl, which is, however, more or less 
'neutral' as regards the other two hypothe- 
sized units (always -li and -ri except in songs 
and ceremonial speech, and in some primary 
words where these morphemes' presence can 
be suspected only). It will suffice here to 
present the case for -rE. 

A nominalizing suffix -ri occurs with some 
adjectival bases, as in ubuiduri darling, 
favourite (cf. ubuiduni goodness, prettiness, 
friendship or intimacy) from buidu good, 
pretty (of Cariban ancestry), and in gaiunari 
ancestral-cult house from gaiuna ancestral 
(which is Arawakan), an attributive de- 
nominal adjective containing the base -iuna 
stem, ancestor. In niimari my companion, my 
consort (socially sanctioned, legal or extra- 
legal mate; Breton does not give the latter 
referent, which is today the more common), 
linguist and native speaker alike see a 
derivative of nurma accompanying me, to- 
gether with me, itself a noun by morphological 
criteria. A nominal suffix -ri also occurs 
with nouns of Cariban ancestry, with what 
may be called a 'subordinative' function, to 
form stems and bases of possessed nouns, 
attributive and privative denominal ad- 
jectives, and derivatives of these classes, 
like: n6mari my path from 6ma path or road, 
tidunari its/her river from duna water or 
river, ka idunari whose river, madunari(tu) 
(it is) without water. Like all privative and 
attributive denominal constructions, this 
last word has an Arawakan prefix (privative 
mA-, 22); but 'subordinative' -ri, like all 
stems and bases with which it is found, is 

certainly of Cariban ancestry (cf. modern 

Karina oma path, yemari my path, emari 
his/her/its path, maina emari garden path- 
i.e., the path to the garden).4 

The same cannot be said of -ri in umari 
companion, consort (with bound stem -uma- 
accompanying, together with), which shows 
neither possession nor any other kind of 
grammatical subordination so far as I can 
see, and whose stem is Arawakan (cf. Lokono 
-oma- with the same meaning). Now Island- 
Carib /r/ corresponds to either /r/ or /d/ 
of Lokono; and de Goeje tells us that Lokono 
-ri "forms substantives," without, unfor- 
tunately, giving any clear illustration of 
such formations. On the other hand, Lokono 
toboradi her elder (brother), he who is before 
her, from tobora before her/it, and tadikidi 
her younger (brother), he who is after her, 
from tadiki after her/it, contain stems that 
are surely cognate with Island-Carib -ubara 
before (place or time) and -arigi after, and 
would be in every way analogous to Island- 
Carib tuimari her companion, her consort, 
from tuma together with her, if only companion 
were qualified as male, and one might 
translate: he who is together with her. For the 
Lokono suffixes -di, -do are complex, con- 
taining -i he (human male) vs. -o she or it 
(woman, god, beast, plant or inanimate ob- 
ject), which correspond to Island-Carib -i he 
or it (masculine) vs. -u she or it (feminine). 
But Breton, though he lists a perfective 
verb: "elle est d moi nomanharou" (more 
literally she has become mine), said of a 
female slave, gives no feminine counterpart 
of "n6mari mon compagnon"; and, as we 
have seen, lmari now contains no reference 
to sex or gender except, of course, in so far 
as tiumari may usually be translated by her 
husband, limari by his wife. 

However, it is not surprising that this -ri, 
should it be cognate with Lokono -di, has 
shed any reference it may once have had to 
sex or gender; for the gender of an Island- 
Carib noun is indicated, today as three 
hundred years ago, only by 3rd sg. pro- 

4For this and much other information on 
modern Karina I am grateful to B. J. Hoff. 
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nominal reference in another word (noun, 
verb, or locator). Thus, teb6neri lub1 her- 
door his-house (the door of his house) indicates 
the feminine gender of lubq by t- in the first 
word, the owner's male sex by 1- in the sec- 
ond, but says nothing about the masculine 
gender of bena door, teb6neri her door. It is 
true that some nouns denoting specifically 
male or female persons show, as final /i/ vs. 
/u/ or /o/, non-functional vestiges of what 
appears to have been a different system, 
partially retained in Lokono; so, compare: 
eieri man and hiaru woman, niguci(li) my 
father and nugucu(ru) my mother, naruguti 
my grandfather and nag6to my grandmother, 
nati my elder brother and nitu my elder sister. 
But apart from the forms in parentheses, 
which occur with no nominal stems other 
than those meaning father and mother as 
cited, and with them only in ceremonial 
speech today, none of these words contains- 
or contained in Breton's time-any suffix 
whatever.5 

Also as a nominalizer, -ri most likely has 
a dual descent, so to speak; for ubuiduri 
darling, etc. was probably borrowed from 
Karina as a possessed noun, ibagari life (and 
earlier release, awakening) and igaburi con- 
duct (behaviour), way of doing things as verbal 
nouns containing a Cariban suffix homoph- 
onous if not identical with 'subordinative' 
-ri. But if de Goeje was right in believing 
that Island-Carib -ibiri (a homonym of 
ibiri younger brother, which is Cariban) half 
or part (of some thing, things or beings) is 
cognate with Lokono ibili small human male 

6 As a nominalizing suffix, -li occurs in a number 
of nouns like: gumdilali smoke from gumdla smoky 
(cf. aguimulaha to smoke), garAbali breeze or wind 
from garaba turning over (inverting, reversing), 
and ganAli foundation, or (kind of) earthenware jar 
or pitcher from gana holding up (supporting, check- 
ing or pausing in movement). The unique occur- 
rence of -li and -ru with what are now nominal 
stems (meaning father and mother), and the fact 
that these suffixes were never omitted from Do- 
minican words like ndkusili my father, ndkusuru 
my mother, suggest that also here they were once 
nominalizers. 

(person), from ibi- small, then Island-Carib 
gaiunari ancestral-cult house and other simi- 
lar formations on an indigenous Arawakan 
base may well contain what is historically 
the same suffix.6 

As might be expected, some affixes of 
clearly Cariban ancestry, such as locative -da 
in (325), -ha at, in (326), -bu at, to, in (327), 
and 'subordinative' -ri (213), never became 
productive in Island Carib, and are found 
today only with stems that were likewise 
borrowed from Karina; whereas affixes 
belonging to the indigenous Arawakan lan- 

guage of these islands combine with in- 
herited and with borrowed stems indiffer- 
ently. However, I think that de Goeje was 
mistaken in making the unqualified state- 
ment: "On ne trouve jamais de s6mantbmes 
d'origine iieri unis A des morphbmes d'ori- 
gine kalifia" (in Journ. de la Soc. des Am6ri- 
canistes de Paris XXXI.22). Island-Carib 
tibegu her kind clearly contains the stem 
-ibe- kind (natural group, race, variety, sort) 
together with -gu in its strictly collective 
function; and the latter, as we have seen, is 
Cariban in ancestry. What I take to be the 
same stem is contained in the denominal, 
attributive and privative adjectives, gibe 
(Dominican kibe) much, many and mibe 
not much, few. Both usages are made of a 
Lokono stem -ibe-, as in: t-ibe-n-ti person 
of her company, sect, nation, and k-ibe 
abundant; and I therefore conclude that 

6These homonyms are distinguished in con- 
struction with uA- our, hA- their, gA- having or 
mA- without as in hAbiri their younger brother, 
but hibiri half, a part or some of (animate) them. 
The latter stem enters into a compound with Ari 
navel to form aribiri umbilical cord. My data do 
not show any convincing example of the merging 
of major morphemes; but then, what C. F. Voege- 
lin has called 'discontinuous meanings' belong not 

only to homonyms like Ari navel and ari tooth, 
teeth, Ati (woman's) elder brother and Ati capsicum, 
-ibiri (man's) younger brother and -ibiri part or 

half of, but also to individual morphemes like 

arigai (1) ear, (2) corner (of a house), 6gei (1) 
shoulders, (2) grater-board, and hiu (1) thorn, 
prickle, (2) body-hair, (3) cassava-beer. 
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Island-Carib -ibegu contains an Arawakan 
stem together with a borrowed, Cariban 
suffix. 

DOMINICA, BRITISH WEST INDIES 

A POSSIBLE ARAWAK-CARIB BLEND 

DOUGLAS TAYLOR 

The 'semantic peculiarity' of the nominal 
stem -isiQ attraction exerted by (some being or 
thing on another's inclination), employed in 
expressions of love, liking or-with the 
privative prefix-dislike, has been described 
in section 3.1 of my outline of the modern 
Central American dialect of Island Carib 
(IJAL 22.5, 6). Here I wish to consider its 
ancestry, which may have its own peculiar 
interest. 

Corresponding to attributive denominal 
hisiQ attractive of this dialect is what Ray- 
mond Breton, describing the Dominican 
dialect of circa 1650, wrote: "kinchim" 
(kinchim lahamouca h6ne il voudrait etre 
aime de vous), "kinchin" (kinchin-lakia b6ne 
qu'il te soit cher, kinchinti 16ne il l'aime) or 
"kinchen" (lika kinchen nane ce que je 
cheris), and usually translated by aim6 or 
cher. This form-and privative "minchinti 
16ne il ne l'aime pas" (equivalent to: misiQti 
lu of the C. A. dialect)-he ascribes to the 
'women's speech'. Elsewhere he lists: icheem 
ce que j'aime, nicheem bouca ce que j'aimais, 
lichiem-kia n6ne c'est que je l'aime (more 
literally, his-attraction it-is for-me) and kin- 
chinti n6ne je l'aime bien (more lit., il-est- 
aime de-moi); the last two entries both end- 
ing with the reference: "voyez ch6tina". 
Turning to the latter we find: "ch6tina, [or] 
chetimain nie, j'aime," "ou6cou-cheti,...un 
homme qui aime le vin,..." (cf. C. A. u6gu 
cassava beer), and elsewhere, "amon ch6ti il 
en aime une autre". Evidently Breton re- 
garded all these forms as related; yet there 
appear to be three distinct bases, perhaps 
phonologically: -isi or -jse, -isee or -isiQ and 
se- respectively, whose differences remain 
unexplained. The first two, whatever their 
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appear to be three distinct bases, perhaps 
phonologically: -isi or -jse, -isee or -isiQ and 
se- respectively, whose differences remain 
unexplained. The first two, whatever their 

status in Breton's day, were later merged as 
-isQ (or -isen) in recent Dominican and 
Vincentian, and as -fsie (with stable stress) 
in the Central American dialect. The third 
would seem to be lost, unless it should be 
identified with the suffix -se in C. A. 
garihase(ti) (it is) worth seeing, based on 
ariha to see, or be contained in nominal 
-isebe agreeableness, whence C. A. hesebe(ti) 
(it is) agreeable, pleasant, likeable (of a place) 
and Breton's kechebeti il est bien priv6, 
familier, il se plazt, which he ascribes to the 
'women's speech'.' 

Comparable with Breton's Island-Carib 
"kinchin" and "minchin" are Lokono 
"kanissin lieben" and "mansin nicht lieben, 
hassen" of the late eighteenth century, 
anonymous Herrnhuter vocabulary,2 con- 
taining, as base, an(i)si, a word defined only 
as entering into "schdne Redensarten, z. B. 
juran ansi verlangen, jura dansi ich verlange, 
jura bansi, etc.," but which C. H. de Goeje3 
(whose informant glossed this word by 
vitality) believed to be cognate with Island- 
Carib "anichi coeur, dme. Ce mot mis avec le 
verbe denote envie, volont6, desir, comme: 
chinhaca6coua clee banichi tu as bien envie de 
rire."4 The Island-Carib and Lokono words 
alike contain attributive kA- or privative 
mA-, common to both languages; and these 
prefixes, though they often change another 

1 See pp. 138, 283, 323, 330 of Raymond Breton's 
Dictionnaire caraibe-frangais (ed. fac-simile 
Jules Platzmann, Leipzig 1892); pp. 14, 296 & 314 
of his Dictionnaire frangais-caraibe (6d. fac-simile 
Jules Platzmann, Leipzig 1900); and pp. 19, 38, 
61-2 of his Grammaire caraibe (nlle. 4d. Lucien 
Adam & Ch. Leclerc. BLA III; Paris 1877). 

2 Arawakisch-Deutsches W6rterbuch; in BLA 
VIII (pp. 69-165); Paris 1882. The author is 
thought to have been either Schulz or Schumann. 

3 See p. 121 of this author's The Arawak Lan- 
guage of Guiana (Amsterdam 1928); and pp. 95 & 
103 of his Nouvel examen des langues des Antilles; 
in JSAP n.s. 31 (pp. 1-120); Paris 1939. A cognate, 
Goajiro al life, heart, soul, is also used to express 
love or wish. 

4 Breton's Dictionnaire caraibe-frangais; s. v. 
",nichi". 
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